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SUMMARY
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) typically direct degradation of their mRNA targets. However, some targets have un-
usual miRNA-binding sites that direct degradation of cognate miRNAs. Although this target-directed miRNA
degradation (TDMD) is thought to shape the levels of numerous miRNAs, relatively few sites that endoge-
nously direct degradation have been identified. Here, we identify six sites, five in mRNAs and one in a
noncoding RNA named Marge, which serve this purpose in Drosophila cells or embryos. These six sites
direct miRNA degradation without collateral target degradation, helping explain the effectiveness of this
miRNA-degradation pathway. Mutations that disrupt this pathway are lethal, with many flies dying as
embryos. Concomitant derepression of miR-3 and its paralog miR-309 appears responsible for some of
this lethality, whereas the loss of Marge-directed degradation of miR-310 miRNAs causes defects in embry-
onic cuticle development. Thus, TDMD is implicated in the viability of an animal and is required for its proper
development.
INTRODUCTION

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are �22-nt RNAs that associate with an

Argonaute (Ago) effector protein to form a complex that re-

presses gene expression. Within this miRNA–Ago complex, the

miRNA recognizes sites inmRNAs—typically through pairing be-

tween its seed region (miRNA nucleotides 2–8) and a comple-

mentary site within the mRNA 30 UTR. Meanwhile, Ago recruits

factors that repress the targeted mRNA, primarily by acceler-

ating its deadenylation (Bartel, 2018). In flies and mice, loss of

an individual miRNA (or of several members of the same miRNA

family) typically leads to developmental abnormalities or other

defects, which are often severe, affecting viability, fertility, or

other critical functions (Chen et al., 2014; Bartel, 2018).

In some special cases, a target site within either an mRNA or a

noncoding RNA (ncRNA) can trigger degradation of the miRNA,

inverting the typical regulatory logic (Ameres et al., 2010; Cazalla

et al., 2010; Baccarini et al., 2011; Libri et al., 2012; Marcinowski

et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013; de la Mata et al.,

2015; Bitetti et al., 2018; Ghini et al., 2018; Kleaveland et al.,

2018; Sheu-Gruttadauria et al., 2019). This target-directed

miRNA degradation (TDMD) typically requires pairing to not

only the miRNA seed region but also extensive pairing to the

miRNA 30 region (Ameres et al., 2010; Cazalla et al., 2010; Bac-
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carini et al., 2011; Libri et al., 2012; Marcinowski et al., 2012;

Xie et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013; de la Mata et al., 2015; Bartel,

2018; Bitetti et al., 2018; Ghini et al., 2018; Kleaveland et al.,

2018; Sheu-Gruttadauria et al., 2019). This additional pairing is

thought to induce conformational changes that recruit the

ZSWIM8 Cullin-RING E3 ubiquitin-ligase complex, leading to

poly-ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation of Ago and

subsequent degradation of the miRNA (Han et al., 2020; Shi

et al., 2020). In mammalian cells, each of the four Ago paralogs

are vulnerable to this degradation (Shi et al., 2020), whereas in

Drosophila cells, Ago1, the paralog primarily loaded with

miRNAs, is vulnerable, whereas Ago2, the paralog primarily

loaded with endogenous small-interfering RNAs (siRNAs), is

resistant (Kingston and Bartel, 2021).

Triggers of TDMDwith important biological functions were first

discovered in herpesviruses, which express transcripts that

direct degradation of host miRNAs that would otherwise impede

their replication (Cazalla et al., 2010; Libri et al., 2012; Marcinow-

ski et al., 2012). More recently, sites within four mammalian tran-

scripts were found to direct degradation of miR-29b, miR-7,

miR-30b/c, and miR-221/222, which showed that TDMD trig-

gered by endogenous transcripts helps to shape normal miRNA

levels of vertebrate animals (Bitetti et al., 2018; Ghini et al., 2018;

Kleaveland et al., 2018; Li et al., 2021). Indeed, a site within the
ctober 20, 2022 ª 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 1
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Figure 1. Embryonic lethality and dysregulation of miRNAs upon loss of dora

(A) Schematic of the Dora protein, showing regions of predicted disorder in light gray and plotting relative amino acid conservation below (Berezin et al., 2004).

Also indicated are locations of the BC andCullin boxes, which are predicted to interact with other components of the E3 ligase (Wang et al., 2013), and locations of

the SWIM domain and the two mutations used in this study.

(legend continued on next page)
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NREPmRNA, which directs degradation of miR-29b, is required

for normal mouse behavior, and an orthologous site plays an

analogous role in zebrafish (Bitetti et al., 2018).

The four established examples of endogenous TDMD are

thought to represent only a small fraction of the TDMD naturally

occurring in animals. Supporting this idea, levels of 30 additional

miRNAs increase after perturbing ZSWIM8 in mammalian cell

lines, implying that the endogenous TDMD pathway also shapes

the levels of these 30 miRNAs (Shi et al., 2020). Indeed, TDMD

quantitatively explains the short half-lives of most short-lived

miRNAs (Shi et al., 2020). Likewise, levels of 10miRNAs increase

after loss of the ZSWIM8 ortholog in Drosophila S2 cells, and

levels of another 10 increase upon loss of the ZSWIM8 ortholog

in Caenorhabditis elegans adults, implicating these miRNAs as

TDMD substrates in each of these invertebrate species (Shi

et al., 2020). Each of these putative TDMD substrates presum-

ably pairs with at least one endogenously expressed, highly

complementary target capable of triggering TDMD. However,

no trigger has been reported for any of the recently inferred

TDMD substrates.

The TDMD pathway might be essential in some animals.

Although null mutations in ebax-1, the ZSWIM8 ortholog of

C. elegans, are viable, point substitutions within Dora, the ortho-

log of D. melanogaster, appear lethal (Wang et al., 2013; Yama-

moto et al., 2014), implying that in flies, this ubiquitin-ligase re-

ceptor has an essential function, which might be either its role

in TDMD or its recognition of other substrates. Indeed, recogni-

tion of other substrates by Dora orthologs is proposed to pro-

mote proper axon guidance in C. elegans and repress myogen-

esis in mammalian cell culture (Wang et al., 2013; Okumura et al.,

2021). Here, we analyze dora mutants and newly identified

TDMD substrates and triggers. We find that TDMD is required

for proper development of an animal and implicated in its

viability.

RESULTS

Loss of Dora causes embryonic lethality
To gain insight into how loss of TDMD might impact organismal

fitness, we analyzed pre-existingD.melanogaster lines with dora

mutations. Two dora lines were available—both from a screen for

lethal mutations on the X chromosome. One, henceforth called

dora[A], had a nonsense mutation at amino acid 946, whereas
(B) Hatching frequencies of embryos from crosses with either wild-type (WT) or d

dora heterozygous mothers, and wild-type fathers had genotypes ofWT/bal, dora

an engineered X chromosome that suppresses recombination, is recessive sterile,

(n = 3 sets of 300 embryos for each genotype; significance evaluated with a t-te

(C) Genotypes of early L1 larvae produced from crosses with dora heterozygous

cross that genotyped as either wild-type (bal/bal females or bal/Y males), hetero

(D) Changes in miRNA levels observed in 8–12 h dora[A] embryos compared with

from two biological replicates, with red indicating miRNAs with statistically s

(FDR < 0.01), blue indicating passenger strands of significantly upregulated mi

sensitive miRNAs.

(E and F) As in (D) but for (E) 12–16 and (F) 16–20 h embryos, respectively.

(G) Levels of miRNAs from themir-3 primary transcript (schematic below) in wild-ty

for each replicate, after normalizing to quantitative internal standards, and lines

(H) As in (G), but for miRNAs from the mir-310 and mir-92 primary transcripts.

See also Figures S1–S3 and Tables S1A and S2.
the other, called dora[B], had a missense mutation that changed

Thr 295 to Met (Figure 1A) (Yamamoto et al., 2014; Haelterman

et al., 2014). Although both alleles are reported to be lethal, no

information is provided regarding the stage of lethality. To deter-

mine whether these mutants die during embryogenesis, we

quantified the percent of hatched embryos from crosses be-

tween heterozygous females and wild-type males. (Note that

because loss of Dora is lethal and the gene lies on the X chromo-

some, healthy adult males hemizygous for dora could not be ob-

tained). Compared with control crosses, both dora crosses

yielded a collection of embryos with significantly decreased

hatching frequencies (Figure 1B). Approximately one quarter of

the embryos from these dora crosses were expected to be hemi-

zygous for the dora allele, and indeed for the dora[A] cross, 19%

of the embryos failed to hatch, which implied that for most em-

bryos, loss of dora was lethal. Genotypes of L1 larvae from em-

bryos that did hatch from this cross confirmed the lethality; in

contrast to equal numbers of hemizygous-mutant (dora[A]/Y)

and heterozygous (dora[A]/+) individuals predicted fromMende-

lian ratios, we observed far fewer hemizygous larvae than het-

erozygous larvae (Figure 1C, 6 hemizygotes, 33 heterozygotes),

indicating that most hemizygous mutants died as embryos or

early L1 larvae. Nonetheless, this early lethality of dora[A] hemi-

zygous individuals was not fully penetrant. Indeed, in our dora[A]

fly stock, we have observed a few apparently fully developed

dora[A] hemizygous males that perished partially enclosed

from their pupal case, which indicates that dora[A] larvae can oc-

casionally survive through the end of pupal development.

Surprisingly, for the dora[B] cross, almost 50% of embryos

failed to hatch (Figure 1B), suggesting that the dora[B] allele is

more severe than the dora[A] allele and somewhat detrimental

even in the presence of a wild-type allele. Confirming the more

severe phenotype, no dora[B] hemizygotes were observed

among larvae of hatched embryos (Figure 1C, 0 hemizygotes,

25 heterozygotes), and no dora[B] hemizygousmaleswere found

to survive to the end of pupal development.

With early lethality of all dora[B] hemizygotes able to explain

only a 25% reduction in hatching, we investigated the cause of

the remaining reduction and found that it was attributable to syn-

thetic lethality between maternal dora[B] and the FM7c balancer

chromosome (Figure S1A). Likewise, synthetic lethality with the

FM7c balancer explained why wild-type larvae (i.e., embryos

containing the balancer) were of similar abundance to larvae
ora heterozygous mothers (black and gray, respectively). Wild-type mothers,

/bal, and bal/Y, respectively, where ‘‘bal’’ indicates the FM7c balancer, which is

and contains a dominant phenotypicmarker. Error bars indicate standard error

st).

mothers, as in (B). Numbers quantify larvae from either the dora[A] or dora[B]

zygous (dora/bal females), or mutant (dora/Y males) for Dora.

wild-type embryos, as determined by sRNA-seq. Each point shows the mean

ignificant fold changes observed between mutant and wild-type embryos

RNAs, and magenta indicating an outlier not considered when calling Dora-

pe (left) and dora[A] (right) embryos at 8–12 and 12–16 h. Points indicate values

connect replicate averages.
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heterozygous for dora[A] or dora[B], in contrast to the 2:1

Mendelian expectation ( Figures 1C and S1B). Moreover, both

dora[A] and dora[B] hemizygotes were largely rescued by a

�100-kb duplication spanning Dora (Figure S1C), further indi-

cating that the detrimental effects of dora mutations in the pres-

ence of a wild-type allele do not manifest in all backgrounds.

Importantly, even in the absence of the FM7c balancer, dora[B]

hemizygous larvae were not observed (Figure S1B), which indi-

cated that early lethality of the dora[B] allele was highly pene-

trant, regardless of genetic background.

To further investigate differences between the dora alleles, we

carried out rescue experiments with wild-type andmutant alleles

(Figures S1D–S1F). Expressing wild-typeDora in S2 cells mutant

for Dora imparted detectable rescue of Dora activity, as as-

sessed by reduced levels of miR-7 (a Dora-sensitive miRNA),

whereas expressing either dora[A] or dora[B] did not, as ex-

pected if neither dora allele retained activity (Figures S1D–

S1F). Moreover, expressing dora[B] in wild-type cells increased

accumulation of miR-7, whereas expressing either wild-type

Dora or dora[A] did not (Figures S1D–S1F), which supported

the idea that in certain contexts dora[B] can detrimentally affect

the function of wild-type Dora.

Loss of Dora causes increased levels of miR-3 and
miR-310 family members
The requirement for Dora might have been due to either its role in

TDMD or its ability to promote ubiquitination of substrates other

than Ago1 or both. To explore the TDMD possibility, we looked

for dysregulation of miRNAs upon loss of Dora in developing em-

bryos, assessing miRNA levels across three embryonic time in-

tervals. To enrich for embryos with the dora genotype, we

crossed dora heterozygous females to males carrying an X chro-

mosome balancer expressing red fluorescent protein (RFP) un-

der the sqh promoter, and then collected non-RFP embryos (Fig-

ure S2A). These embryos, expected to be half dora hemizygous

males and half wild-type males, were compared with a pool of

wild-type males collected as non-RFP embryos from a cross of

wild-type females with the sqh::RFP balancer-carrying male.

Although we refer to the former pool of embryos as ‘‘mutant,’’

they were diluted�2-fold bywild-type embryos, leading to a cor-

responding dilution of any signal of dysregulation. Additionally,

because our enrichment strategy relied on detectable zygotic

expression of sqh::RFP, the earliest embryonic time interval

started 8 h after egg laying.

We collected 8–12, 12–16, and 16–20 h embryos from each of

the crosses and performed small-RNA sequencing (sRNA-seq)

to look for differences in miRNA levels. After discarding a few

embryos that were obviously mis-formed, wild-type and dora

[A] embryos were at similar developmental stages at each time

interval (Figure S2B). However, because almost half of the dora

[B] embryos were noticeably mis-formed (Figure S2C), mis-

formed dora[B] embryos were not discarded, and our analyses

focused primarily on comparison of wild-type and dora[A]

embryos.

Levels of 11miRNAs significantly increased upon loss of Dora,

suggesting that these 11miRNAs are substrates of TDMDduring

embryonic development (Figures 1D–1F; Table S1A). None of

these 11 were among the 10 miRNAs previously identified as
4 Molecular Cell 82, 1–13, October 20, 2022
Dora-sensitive in S2 cells (Shi et al., 2020). The Dora-sensitive

miRNAs found in embryos were primarily from two miRNA fam-

ilies (with each family expected to have common targeting prop-

erties based on their common seed region): the miR-3/309/318

family (hereafter called the miR-3 family) and the miR-310/311/

312/313/92a/92b family (hereafter called the miR-310 family).

The genes for miR-3 and miR-309 are clustered in the genome

together with genes for six other miRNAs, implying that all eight

miRNAs are expressed from a single primary transcript (Fig-

ure 1G). The gene for miR-318 is on a different chromosome

and not expressed until adulthood. The genes for the miR-310

family fall in two genomic clusters, implying two primary tran-

scripts, one including miR-310, 311, 312, and 313 and the other

including miR-92a and b (Figure 1H).

To investigate whether the observed upregulation of select

miRNAs was caused by decreased miRNA decay upon loss of

Dora, as would be expected from disruption of the TDMD

pathway, and not due to increased miRNA production, we as-

sessed the extent to which passenger-strand partners of these

significantly upregulated guide strands were upregulated as

well. For all Dora-sensitive miRNAs except for miR-313, guide

strands were much more upregulated than their corresponding

passenger strands, suggesting that decay rates, and not pro-

duction rates, were altered in dora embryos (Figure S2D). For

miR-313, both strands were similarly upregulated. However,

passenger strands of other miRNAs co-expressed with

miR-313 as part of themir-310 cluster were not noticeably upre-

gulated, which indicated that miR-313 was not transcriptionally

upregulated and suggested that bothmiR-313 and its passenger

strand (miR-313-5p) were stabilized upon loss of Dora.

To further investigate the idea that decay rates for these

Dora-sensitive miRNAs might have been altered, we compared

rates at which levels of miRNAs from the mir-3 cluster

decreased as embryos progressed from 8–12 to 12–16 h. The

mir-3 cluster has six different miRNAs processed from eight

different hairpins (Figure 1G), only two of which (miR-3 and

miR-309) were sensitive to dora loss (Figures 1D–1F). In wild-

type embryos, miR-3 and miR-309 decreased more rapidly

than did other cluster members, whereas in dora embryos,

these two miRNAs decreased at rates resembling those of

the other cluster members, as expected if Dora specifically

increased their decay rates (Figure 1G). Likewise, members

of the miR-310 family, which were each Dora-sensitive

(Figures 1E–1F), decreased more rapidly in wild-type embryos

than in dora embryos (Figure 1H). Thus, loss of Dora led to up-

regulation of 11 miRNAs during embryonic development,

apparently by decreasing their decay rates.

Similar trends were observed upon analyzing dora[B] embryos

(Figures S2D–S2I; Table S1A). Although miRNA dysregulation

observed in dora[B] samples was more severe than that

observed in dora[A] samples (Figure S2J), passenger strands

for some miRNAs (in particular, those of the mir-310 cluster)

were also noticeably upregulated (Figures S2D–S2G), suggest-

ing that altered transcription also impacted fold-changes

observed in dora[B] samples.

We next assessed the extent to which the observed dysregu-

lation of miRNAs altered gene expression in dora embryos. Anal-

ysis of RNA-seq libraries from dora[A] embryos revealed that
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levels of nearly all mRNAs changed less than 2-fold upon the loss

of Dora (Figures S3A–S3C; Table S2), a result expected for

mRNAs destabilized due to derepressed miRNAs, because half

the embryos in the dora samples were wild type. Additional

changes not attributable to derepressed miRNAs were also

observed, particularly in the dora[B] samples, with strong upre-

gulation of many genes that were normally lowly expressed

(Figures S3D–S3F; Table S2). Further analyses attributed the

pronounced dysregulation observed in dora[B] embryos to the

large fraction of embryos stalled at early developmental stages

(Figures S3G–S3J; Table S1B). Perhaps in part because of the

diluted signal for downregulated species and perhaps because

TDMD of the miR-3 family might have occurred in only a small

fraction of the embryonic cells, we did not observe significantly

reduced levels of predicted targets of the miR-3 family in either

dora[A] or dora[B] embryos (Figures S3K–S3L). Nonetheless,

we did observe significantly reduced levels of predicted targets

for the miR-310 family in both dora embryos (Figures S3A–S3F).

Endogenous transcripts direct miRNA degradation in
Drosophila

With evidence that Dora is required for embryonic viability and

the identification of upward of 60 miRNAs in mammals, flies,

andworms stabilized upon loss of Dora, or its orthologs (Figure 1)

(Han et al., 2020; Shi et al., 2020), further understanding of

endogenous TDMD was primarily limited by the paucity of sites

reported to trigger this phenomenon—only four, each operating

only in vertebrate species (Bitetti et al., 2018; Ghini et al., 2018;

Kleaveland et al., 2018; Li et al., 2021). Identifying trigger sites

for Dora-sensitive miRNAs in Drosophila would enable these

miRNAs to be validated as TDMD substrates and enable more

informative, miRNA-specific perturbation of the pathway.

Pairing architectures of known TDMD triggers typically feature

pairing to the miRNA seed, a central unpaired loop, and exten-

sive pairing to the miRNA 30 region, often extending to the final

few nucleotides of the miRNA (Ameres et al., 2010; Cazalla

et al., 2010; Baccarini et al., 2011; Libri et al., 2012; Marcinowski

et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013; de la Mata et al.,

2015; Bitetti et al., 2018; Ghini et al., 2018; Kleaveland et al.,

2018; Sheu-Gruttadauria et al., 2019). Based on these features,

we designed a computational pipeline to identify and rank candi-

date trigger sites and applied this pipeline to mRNA 30 UTRs and
long ncRNAs (lncRNAs), collecting the top 50 candidates for

each Dora-sensitive miRNA and filtering them further for evolu-

tionary conservation and promising pairing architectures.

We piloted this pipeline in S2 cells, where 10 Dora-sensitive

miRNAs have been identified (Shi et al., 2020). Eleven candidates

were selected for validation (Figures 2A and S4A; Table S3).

These 11 were the top one or two candidates for each of nine

Dora-sensitive miRNAs, and although the pipeline also consid-

ered lncRNAs, each of these 11 resided in the 30 UTR of an

mRNA. For each selected candidate, Cas9 was used to intro-

duce DNA changes that disrupted pairing to the miRNA, with

the expectation that disrupting a site that directedmiRNA degra-

dation would cause the level of a cognate miRNA to increase,

with minimal changes to levels of other miRNAs.

Of the 11 sites that were disrupted, five were validated as

TDMD-triggering sites (Figures 2A–2F S4B, and S4C). These five
included a site for miR-12 in zfh1, a site for miR-190 in wgn, and

a site for miR-7 in h, each validated using Northern blots

(Figures 2B and 2C), and a site for miR-9b in kah and a site for

miR-999 in ago1, each validated using sRNA-seq because miR-

9b and miR-999 were difficult to detect in S2 cells using Northern

blots (Figures 2D–2F). For four of these sites, disruption led to sta-

bilization of the correspondingmiRNA to a degree resembling that

observed upon loss of Dora, suggesting that these were the pri-

mary triggers for these miRNAs in S2 cells. However, disruption

of the site in wengen stabilized miR-190 only partially, implying

at least one additional trigger for this miRNA in S2 cells.

Identification of these TDMD triggers confirmed that endoge-

nous TDMD shapes miRNA levels in invertebrate cells and vali-

dated their cognate miRNAs as TDMD substrates. These results

also included some intriguing observations. For example, the

observation that ago1 mRNA has a TDMD-trigger site linked

loading of miR-999 into Ago1 to enhanced decay of the miR-

999–Ago1 complex. Another puzzling observation was that

although miR-9b and miR-9c each had similar complementarity

to the same site in the kahuli 30 UTR (Figures 2A and S4A), only

miR-9b seemed to be sensitive to disruption of this site

(Figures 2D and 2E). These oddities emphasize that although

we have substantially increased the number of known endoge-

nous TDMD triggers, much remains to be learned about why

certain RNAs have evolved to be triggers and what licenses a

site to trigger TDMD.

To explore why some candidate sites validated whereas

others did not, we assessed a variety of features for each

miRNA-trigger pair, including pairing architecture, predicted

pairing energy, and trigger abundance, and found that only

trigger abundance significantly differed between validated and

non-validated candidates (Figure 2G). Stratification was also

observed when examining the ratio of site:miRNA abundances,

although with no improvement over that observed with trigger

abundance alone (Figure S4D).

TDMD appears to dominate over miRNA-directed target
degradation
To examine the degree to which targeted degradation of specific

miRNAs can alter repression of their respective targets, we

quantified changes in levels of predicted targets for each miRNA

upon perturbation of its trigger. Increased repression was

observed only for predicted targets of miR-190, and even in

this case, the results did not achieve statistical significance

(p = 0.094) (Figures 3A and S4E–S4I). Thus, although disruption

of each trigger site caused upregulation of the cognate miRNA,

the upregulation was not great enough to mediate widespread

changes in gene expression in S2 cells, presumably due to the

relatively low expression of each miRNA in wild-type cells.

We next examined the extent to which the miRNA-mediated

repression and TDMD pathways are mutually exclusive, asking

whether transcripts that trigger TDMD were also susceptible to

miRNA-mediated degradation. For each of the five mRNAs that

trigger TDMD, we assessed how abundance of the mRNA

changed upon disruption of the site that normally directs miRNA

degradation. If miRNA binding to these sites promotes target

degradation, in addition to promoting miRNA degradation, then

levels of the host mRNA would be expected to increase upon
Molecular Cell 82, 1–13, October 20, 2022 5



Figure 2. Transcripts that direct miRNA degradation in Drosophila cells

(A) Pairing diagrams for trigger sites validated in S2 cells. For each site, the trigger sequence is on top (oriented 50 to 30 ), and themiRNA sequence is on the bottom

(seed region in red). Vertical lines indicate Watson-Crick pairs, dots indicate G-U wobbles.

(B and C) Northern blots probing for miR-12, miR-190, miR-7, and miR-277 following disruption of candidate trigger sites in wgn, zfh1, wnd, and h, respectively.

Each RNA sample was from an independently derived clonal cell line (Table S3). Blots were also probed for miR-11, for use as a loading standard. For Dora-

sensitive miRNAs, numbers below each band show miRNA levels relative to those in wild-type cells, after normalization to the loading standard.

(D) Quantification of miR-9b levels, in wild-type, dora, and kah S2 cells, as determined by sRNA-seq (RPM, reads per million mapped to miRNAs). Each point

represents results from a unique clonal cell line (Table S3). Significance is relative to wild-type samples and was evaluated by ANOVA and the Tukey

test (**p < 0.01).

(E) As in (D) but for miR-9c levels (***p < 0.001).

(F) As in (D) but for miR-999-3p in wild-type, dora, or ago1 S2 cells (***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001).

(G) Distributions of transcript abundance (TPM, transcripts per million) for candidate triggers that either validated or failed to validate in S2 cells. Box-and-whisker

plots showmedian, quartiles, and a range extending atmost 1.5 times the inter-quartile range out from each hinge of average abundancies, asmeasured by RNA-

seq in wild-type S2 cells (n = 3). Significance was evaluated using a t test, with Bonferroni adjustment to account for the seven other hypotheses that were

considered.

See also Figure S4 and Table S3.
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site disruption. However, no such increase was observed for any

of the validated TDMD triggers (Figure 3B). Similar results have

been observed when disrupting the site within Cyrano that di-

rects miR-7 degradation in mammalian cells (Kleaveland et al.,

2018). Thus, targets capable of triggering TDMD are typically

not subject to miRNA-mediated degradation through the

TDMD-triggering site.

One explanation for these findings is that the TDMD pathway

outcompetes the miRNA-mediated repression pathway, in

which case, disrupting TDMD might enable sites that normally

trigger TDMD to instead promote miRNA-mediated repression.
6 Molecular Cell 82, 1–13, October 20, 2022
To investigate this idea, we compared trigger levels in wild-

type and dora cells and found that loss of Dora led to significantly

decreased abundance of three of the five trigger mRNAs (Fig-

ure 3C), with the degree of decrease within the range observed

for the most strongly repressed predicted targets (Figure S4J).

To test the notion that decreased trigger abundance observed

upon loss of Dora was indeed due to miRNA-mediated repres-

sion, we repeated these analyses following depletion of Ago1

(Figure S4K). In control samples in which Ago1was not depleted,

we again observed significantly decreased levels of wgn upon

loss of Dora, but when Ago1 was depleted, loss of Dora led to



Figure 3. Dominance of TDMD over miRNA-directed target degradation
(A) Changes in mRNA levels observed after derepressing miR-190 in S2 cells. Shown are cumulative distributions of mean fold-changes observed for predicted

targets (blue), top predicted targets (red), and a representative cohort of mRNAs not predicted to be targets but with a distribution of 30 UTR lengthsmatching that

of the predicted targets. Each genotype was represented by two independent clonal lines (Table S3). Significance was evaluated using the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test.

(B) Levels of TDMD-triggering mRNAs after disrupting trigger sites. Plotted for each mRNA are mean abundances (TPM) observed by RNA-seq after disrupting

the site in that mRNA (self, purple) and after disrupting the site in one of the other four mRNAs (others, gray). Error bars show standard deviation of values from

either two (self) or eight (others) independently derived clonal cell lines (Table S3).

(C) Levels of TDMD-triggering mRNAs with and without Dora (WT and dora, respectively), as measured by RNA-seq. Error bars show standard deviation for TPM

values from three independently derived clonal cell lines (Table S3). Significance of decreases observed upon loss of Dora were evaluated with a t-test

(**p < 0.01; *p < 0.05).

See also Figure S4 and Table S3.
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no detectable change in wgn abundance (Figure S4K). These

findings supported the model, whereby the miRNA-mediated

repression pathway was responsible for decreased levels of trig-

gers observed upon loss of Dora. Although the increases in

miRNA levels that occur upon TDMD disruption might have

accentuated differences observed between wild-type and dora

cells, these results supported the notion that in the absence of

TDMD, sites that would otherwise direct degradation of the

miRNA can instead direct miRNA-mediated degradation of the

mRNA. Experiments perturbing an extensively paired site of

endogenous siRNAs indicated that sites capable of undergoing

slicing failed to efficiently direct degradation of Ago1-associated

siRNAs (Czech et al., 2008; Förstemann et al., 2007; Okamura et

al., 2004, 2008), perhaps due to destruction of the site before

Ago1 polyubiquitination could ensue (Figure S4L).

lncRNA-directed degradation of the miR-310 family is
required for proper cuticle development
Having successfully predicted TDMD triggers in S2 cells, we

used our pipeline to predict triggers for miRNAs that were

Dora-sensitive in embryos. The CR43432 lncRNA was predicted

as a trigger for the miR-310 family. Its complementary site was

conserved among most Drosophila species in the 124-insect

whole-genome alignment (UCSC Genome Browser); although

as with the miRNAs of the miR-310 cluster, this lncRNA did not

appear conserved beyond the Drosophila genus. In addition to

matching the seed common to the six miRNAs of the family,

this complementary site had potential to pair, in two alternative

registers, to the 30 region of each family member (Figure 4A). Us-

ing Cas9, we perturbed this site in flies, obtaining two lines that

each abolished pairing to at least the seed (Table S3). Both lines

were homozygous viable, with no significantly increased embry-

onic lethality as compared with wild-type controls (Figure S5A).

To test the possibility that CR43432 directs degradation of the

miR-310 family, we used sRNA-seq to assess changes in miRNA
levels inCR43432-mutant embryos. Levels of three of the sixmiR-

310 family members increased in these embryos (Figures 4B

and S5B–S5F; Table S1C). For each dysregulated familymember,

increases peaked at 8–12 h and dropped off dramatically by

16–20 h (Figure 4B), a pattern that correlatedwithCR43432 levels,

which also peaked at 8–12 h (Figure 4C). Thus, as observed in S2

cells, ability of a site to trigger TDMD appeared largely dependent

on its abundance. Furthermore, aswith the triggers identified in S2

cells, CR43432 did not appear to be subject to miRNA-directed

degradation in wild-type embryos, as CR43432 levels did not in-

crease upon disruption of the miRNA-binding site (Figure 4C).

At each time interval, changes in levels of miR-310 family

members observed in CR43432 embryos were less than those

observed in dora[A] embryos (Figures 1D–1F and 4B). Therefore,

at least one other transcript, in addition to CR43432, presumably

also directs degradation of miR-310 family members. Neverthe-

less, by identifying a site in an endogenous transcript that directs

degradation of miRNAs in fly embryos, these results demon-

strated that endogenous TDMD shapesmiRNA levels in an intact

invertebrate animal.

Having found that CR43432 acted as a trigger, we assessed

changes in gene expression occurring in these CR43432 lines.

Slight dysregulation of mRNA levels was observed in 8–12 h em-

bryos, which becamemore pronounced at 12–16 h (Figures S5G

and S5H). This dysregulation included increased repression of

top predicted targets of the miR-310 family (Figures 4D and

4E). One of the mRNAs most repressed at both time intervals

was shavenoid (sha) (Figure S5I), the very top predicted target

of the miR-310 family (Agarwal et al., 2018). Sha regulates

denticle patterning on embryonic cuticles (N€usslein-Volhard

et al., 1984), prompting comparison of denticles of CR43432

late-stage embryos to those of wild-type embryos. In agreement

with the �2-fold downregulation of sha in CR43432 embryos

(N€usslein-Volhard et al., 1984), denticles of these embryos

weremore sparse (Figures 4F and S5J). These findings indicated
Molecular Cell 82, 1–13, October 20, 2022 7



Figure 4. CR43432-directed degradation of the miR-310 family and its requirement for proper embryonic cuticle development

(A) Potential pairing between CR43432 (nucleotides 301–332 of the lncRNA) and each of the miR-310 family members, shown in the style of Figure 2A. Potential

pairing to themiRNA 30 regions occurred in two registers, one with a larger central loop bridging seed and 30 pairing (left) and one with a smaller central loop (right).

(B) Changes in levels of miRNAs from the mir-310 cluster upon disruption of the site in CR43432. Points show DESeq-determined fold-changes from two

independently derived wild-type or mutant lines. Asterisks denote significant changes (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ****p < 0.0001; adjusted p values determined

by DESeq).

(legend continued on next page)
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Figure 5. Partial rescue of lethality observed

after reducing levels of the miR-3 family

Counts of progeny observed from rescue crosses

(dora[A]/FM7 females crossed tomiR-3/CyOmales)

and control crosses (dora[A]/FM7 females crossed

to WT/CyO males).
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that TDMD, by reducing levels of miR-310 family members, al-

lows sha to reach appropriate levels, thereby promoting proper

embryonic patterning.

To explore other aspects bywhich CR43432-directed degrada-

tion of miR-310 family members might affect embryonic develop-

ment, we ran GSE (gene-set enrichment) analyses on ranked

mRNA fold-changes for each time interval. These analyses re-

vealed dysregulatedmetabolism inCR43432 embryos, with regu-

lation of genes associated with development of the embryonic

cuticle especially perturbed (Figure S5K). We thus assessed

whether cuticle integrity was altered in CR43432 embryos and

found that cuticle preparations from CR43432 embryos were

significantly larger and somewhat bloated (Figures 4G and S5L).

Due to this blimp phenotype, we named the CR43432 lncRNA

Marge, after the character Marjorie Dursley from Harry Potter,

who becomes inflated like a ‘‘monstrous balloon’’ (Rowling, 1999).

Reducing levels of the miR-3 family rescues viability of
Dora-deficient flies
Because we have not yet identified a transcript that directs degra-

dation of the miR-3 family, we used an alternative approach to

investigate phenotypic consequences of stabilizing thesemiRNAs

in dora flies. Suspecting that derepression of the miR-3 family

might have contributed to lethality observed for hemizygous

dora males, we attempted to rescue this phenotype by using a

heterozygous deletion of the entiremir-3 cluster (mir-3D) (Bushati

et al., 2008) to reduce levels of miR-3 and miR-309 in progeny

from the dora[A] cross. Accordingly, dora[A] heterozygous fe-

males were crossed to males that were heterozygous for
(C) Abundance of wild-type CR43432 during embryonic development, as determined by RNA-seq. Also sh

embryos at 8–12 and 12–16-h intervals. Points show TPM values for two independently derived lines (Tabl

(D and E) Changes in mRNA levels observed for 8–12 h (D) or 12–16 h (E) embryos after derepressing miR-31

Otherwise, this panel is as in Figure 3A.

(F) Quantification of denticles in the first four rows of the fourth, fifth, and sixth denticle belts (as counted from

andCR43432 late-stage embryos. Error bars indicate standard error (n = 10, 15, and 15 embryos for belts 4, 5

for belts 4, 5, and 6, of CR43432, respectively), significance determined with a t-test (*p < 0.05 and **p < 0

(G) Size distributions of devitellinized embryonic cuticles prepared from wild-type and CR43432 late-sta

(Table S3). Areas for eachmutant line and its paired wild-type control were normalized to themedian area of t

median, quartiles, and a range extending at most 1.5 times the inter-quartile range out from each hinge (si

See also Figure S5 and Table S1C.
mir-3D, and genotypes of surviving adult

progeny from this rescue cross were

compared with those of a control cross

that did not introduce mir-3D (Figure 5).

This reduction of miRNAs of themir-3 clus-

ter partially rescued lethality typically

observed for hemizygous dora[A] males,

with 53 dora[A] males with heterozygous

mir-3D (dora[A]/Y;+/D3 males) surviving to

adulthood in the rescue cross. We note
that this rescueoccurreddespite the fact thatmir-3D also reduced

four other miRNAs (miR-4, miR-5, miR-6, and miR-286) that were

not Dora-sensitive, and thus, their reduction was expected to

have been detrimental. Although 53 was somewhat fewer than

the�136 expected fromcomplete rescue (as given by the number

of balF/y;+/D3 males surviving to adulthood in the rescue cross),

this ratio of 53 of 136 was significantly greater (p = 0.002, chi-

square test) than the ratio of 21 of 133 observed without mir-3D

(i.e., the ratio observed for the numbers of dora/y;+/+ and balF/

y;+/+ males in the control cross).

We note that in the experiment of Figure 5, dora[A] hemizygous

males with normal levels of the miR-3 family survived to adult-

hood more frequently than observed earlier with the dora[A]

stock line, in which adult males and females both carried the

FM7c balancer (Figure 1C). This difference in viability was partly

attributed to crossing to males from a different background and

partly attributed to more frequent and thorough examination of

the progeny (as many of the dora[A] hemizygous males that sur-

vived without mir-3 reduction got caught up in the food). Never-

theless, the significantly increased viability observed upon

reduction of the miR-3 family suggested that Dora-dependent

downregulation of the miR-3 family, presumably occurring

through TDMD, is required for normal viability of Drosophila.

DISCUSSION

Identification of TDMD triggers in Drosophila

We identified six Drosophila transcripts that each direct degra-

dation of one or more cognate miRNA, thereby demonstrating
own is abundance of mutant CR43432 in CR43432

e S3); lines connect replicate averages.

0 family members by perturbing the site in CR43432.

the posterior of the embryo) for both wild-type (WT)

, and 6 ofWT, respectively; n = 25, 27, or 21 embryos

.01).

ge embryos from two independently derived lines

he paired wild-type control. Box-and-whiskers show

gnificance evaluated with a t-test).
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that TDMD operates to shape endogenous levels of miRNAs in

an invertebrate animal and presumably has been doing so since

the last common ancestor of flies andmammals. Identification of

Marge as a TDMD trigger added to the growing list of lncRNAs

with known biological functions (Petruk et al., 2006; Mulvey

et al., 2014; Wen et al., 2016), and identification of the other

five TDMD triggers added to the growing list of mRNAs with

known noncoding functions (Sampath and Ephrussi, 2016).

Together, the six transcripts more than doubled the set of known

endogenous TDMD triggers.

Despite this success, our approach of testing one or two of the

top computational predictions did not identify triggers for all of the

Dora-sensitivemiRNAs. Testingmore of the top predictionswould

presumably identify more triggers. However, we suspect that

some sites that direct miRNA degradation were not among our

top predictions. For example, sites that fell in coding sequences

or 50 UTRs would have been missed by our pipeline, and sites

with functional pairing architectures that differed from known ex-

amples, such as the seed-only recognitionmode operating for the

miR-35 family in C. elegans (Donnelly et al., 2022), would have

scored poorly. Going forward,molecular or biochemical detection

of transcripts associated with Dora might be the most productive

approach for finding additional sites that direct miRNA degrada-

tion—especially now that functional sites have been identified in

flies, which provide positive internal standards for calibrating

experimental approaches in this classic model organism.

Sites were probably not missed because they fell in lowly ex-

pressed, poorly annotated transcripts, since only sites that fell in

highly expressed transcripts appeared to function todirect detect-

able degradation. This expression requirement leaves open the

possibility that somecandidates that failed to validatemight none-

theless direct miRNA degradation in contexts where they are ex-

pressed more highly. This requirement also emphasized the

importance of validating TDMD triggers in the context of their

endogenous expression rather than through ectopic expression,

since over-expression might impart activity to transcripts that do

not normally reach levels sufficient to direct miRNA degradation.

In normal cells and embryos that had the TDMD pathway, sites

that directed miRNA degradation failed to also direct degradation

of the trigger mRNA/lncRNA. However, in the absence of TDMD,

some of these sites appeared to direct trigger degradation.

Indeed, even in settings in which widespread repression of pre-

dicted targets of the miRNAwas not detected, trigger destabiliza-

tion seemed to occur—perhaps a consequence of extensive 30

pairing associated with sites that direct miRNA degradation,

which can dramatically increase the magnitude of miRNA-medi-

ated mRNA repression (McGeary et al., 2022). Taken together,

these results suggested that the TDMD pathway dominates over

the pathway that normally degrades miRNA targets. Perhaps

this apparent dominance resulted from the kinetics of the two

pathways, with Ago degradation proceeding more rapidly than

target degradation, or perhaps it resulted from mutual exclusivity

of the two pathways, with efficient binding of Dora to Ago blocking

association of the target-degradation machinery.

The biological roles of TDMD
Loss of Dora was lethal, with many dora-defective individuals

dying as embryos. The simplest explanation for this embryonic
10 Molecular Cell 82, 1–13, October 20, 2022
lethality is that TDMD is required for proper embryonic develop-

ment and viability of flies. Supporting this proposal, 11 embry-

onic miRNAs, including those of themiR-310 andmiR-3 families,

were derepressed in dora mutants. Moreover, targeted dere-

pression of themiR-310 family by perturbation ofmarge revealed

that clearance of this family by the TDMD pathway (and not

merely degradation of an unrelated Dora E3-ligase substrate) is

important for embryonic cuticle development. Thus, TDMD is

required for proper development of an animal. Furthermore, ge-

netic reduction of miR-3 family members partially rescued over-

all lethality, providing an additional connection between miRNA

derepression and the dora phenotype.

The 11 miRNAs derepressed upon the loss of Dora in the em-

bryo did not overlap with the 10 miRNAs derepressed upon loss

of Dora in S2 cells. Differences in the cohorts of Dora-sensitive

miRNAs might have been expected when considering that S2

cells derive from a macrophage-like cell lineage that constitutes

only a very small fraction of the cells in mid-to-late embryos.

Nonetheless, the lack of any overlap between the embryonic

and S2 samples indicated that TDMD substrates are strikingly

cell-type specific in Drosophila.

The 11 embryonic miRNAs derepressed upon the loss of Dora

included the two embryonically expressed members of the

miR-3 family and all six members of the miR-310 family. Both

the miR-3 and the miR-310 families normally peak in expression

during early embryogenesis; the two miR-3 family members

(miR-3 and miR-309), together with other members of the

mir-3 cluster, undergo a strong, transient pulse in production

at the maternal-to-zygotic transition (Bushati et al., 2008), and

the miR-310 family is maternally deposited (Aravin et al., 2003;

Ruby et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2014). Dora sensitivity of these

miRNAs occurs at the time when their levels rapidly decline,

which supports the idea that TDMD is enlisted to rapidly clear

miRNAs during developmental transitions. Likewise, members

of the miR-35 family, which are critical for early embryogenesis

inC. elegans and then rapidly cleared during late embryogenesis

(McEwen et al., 2016), are sensitive to loss of Ebax-1 (Shi et al.,

2020), suggesting that this function is conserved across species.

TDMD might also be particularly useful for customizing levels of

miRNAs whose production is entangled with that of proteins or

other miRNAs, due to transcription as part of either an mRNA

intron or a larger miRNA cluster, as occurs with miR-3 and

miR-309.

Analyses of marge embryos showed that target-directed

degradation of the miR-310 family is important for proper forma-

tion of the embryonic cuticle. We suggest that dysregulation of

cuticle patterning in mutant embryos is driven by increased

repression of sha, the top predicted target for the miR-310 fam-

ily. How upregulation of the miR-310 family caused dysregula-

tion of cuticle composition is more difficult to explain. Many

mRNAs that encode structural components of the cuticle were

upregulated, presumably as a secondary effect of increased

repression of direct targets of the miR-310 family. Moreover, up-

regulation of cuticle structural components might seem counter-

intuitive when considering the decreased cuticle integrity

observed for marge mutants; whether this upregulation causes

the decreased integrity or whether it is instead a consequence

of such decreased integrity is unknown.
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Limitations of the study
The embryonic lethality of doramutants complicated the study of

additional roles of TDMD in Drosophila. This lethality might be

bypassed through use of conditional dora disruption or deple-

tion. Another approach for bypassing this lethality is to identify

a transcript that triggers TDMD and then disrupt its complemen-

tary to the affected miRNA, as exemplified by our disruption of

the miR-310 site in Marge. This approach has the added benefit

of disentangling the consequences of degrading multiple Dora

substrates, including substrates other than Ago1, and thereby

demonstrating TDMD. Despite our success in identifying roles

of Marge-directed degradation of miR-310 family members, a

full account of the biological roles of targeted degradation of

themiR-310 family awaits identification of one ormore additional

trigger that apparently collaborates with Marge to direct robust

degradation of this family. Triggers for miR-3 and about half of

the other miRNAs known to be Dora-sensitive also remain un-

identified, further limiting the ability to use this approach to un-

cover additional biological roles for the pathway. How many

roles for TDMD inDrosophila development and physiology might

ultimately be uncovered? When considering that the search for

Dora-sensitive miRNAs appears to have been far from satu-

rating—with 21 known Dora-sensitive miRNAs found in only

two contexts, 10 in S2 cells, and 11 in embryos, with no over-

lap—we appear to have only scratched the surface.
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HA-dora WT rescue construct This paper N/A

HA-dora[A] rescue construct This paper N/A

HA-dora[B] rescue construct This paper N/A

HA-GFP rescue construct This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.scr_1 Shi et al., 2020 N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.scr_2 Shi et al., 2020 N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.scr_3 Shi et al., 2020 N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.dora_1 Shi et al., 2020 N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.dora_2 Shi et al., 2020 N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.dora_3 Shi et al., 2020 N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.ago1_1 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.ago1_2 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.h_1 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.h_2 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.kah_1 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.kah_2 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.wgn_1 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.wgn_2 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.zfh1_1 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.Rfx_1 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.CG11248_1 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.CG11248_2 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.mus81_1 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.mus81_2 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.Sam_1 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.Sam_2 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.wnd_1 This paper N/A

pAc-sgRNA-Cas9.mus308_1 This paper N/A

pU6-2-BbsI-gRNA.CR43432 This paper N/A

Software and algorithms

ImageQuant TL GE Healthcare v8.1.0.0

Fiji (v2.0.0) Schindelin et al., 2012 https://imagej.net/software/fiji/

DESeq2 Love et al., 2014 https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/DESeq2.html

Beta-uniform mixture modeling Pounds and Morris, 2003 N/A

Benjamini and Hochberg correction Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995 Benjamini and Hochberg correction

STAR RNA-seq aligner Dobin et al., 2013 https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR

Htseq-count Anders et al., 2015 https://htseq.readthedocs.io/en/

release_0.9.1/

TargetScanFly (Release 7.2) Agarwal et al., 2018 http://www.targetscan.org/fly_72/

GSEAPreranked (v 4.1.0) Mootha et al., 2003 and

Subramanian et al., 2005

https://www.gsea-msigdb.org

R (v3.5.1) The R Foundation https://www.r-project.org

Vienna RNA Package 2.0 Lorenz et al., 2011 https://www.tbi.univie.ac.at/RNA/

Python (v3.6.9) Python Software Foundation https://www.python.org

Trigger search pipeline This paper Github: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6991124

Other

Small-RNA sequencing protocol, step-by-step Fang and Bartel, 2015 http://bartellab.wi.mit.edu/protocols.html

Small-RNA blot protocol, step-by-step Fang and Bartel, 2015 http://bartellab.wi.mit.edu/protocols.html
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CRISPR guide cloning protocol, step-by-step Bassett et al., 2014 N/A

Immunoprecipitation of Ago1 using FLAG-GST-

Tnrc6b protocol, step-by-step

Hauptmann et al., 2015;

Kingston and Bartel, 2021

N/A
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, David

Bartel (dbartel@wi.mit.edu).

Materials availability
Drosophila lines generated for this studywere donated to the Bloomington Drosophila StockCenter. Plasmids generated in this study

are deposited to Addgene.

Data and code availability
d Small-RNA sequencing and RNA sequencing data has been deposited at GEO. Accession numbers are listed in the key re-

sources table. Microscopy data has been deposited at Mendeley. DOIs are listed in the key resources table.

d All original code for the trigger search pipeline has been deposited at GitHub. DOIs are listed in the key resources table.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell lines
Drosophila S2 cells (sex: male) were cultured at 26�C in Schneider’s Drosophila Medium (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10%

heat-inactivated FBS (Life Technologies), and were passaged 1:5 every 3–5 days. Cells tested negative for mycoplasma upon arrival

to the lab.

Drosophila melanogaster stocks
Fly stocks weremaintained on a cornmeal andmolasses diet at 22�C. The two dora lines (52333 and 52334), the duplication line used

to rescue dora (30763), the line with an X-chromosome balancer expressing RFP (35522), the vasa-Cas9 line (51323), and the mir-

309D line (58922, whichwe call themir-3D line) (Bushati et al., 2008) were all obtained from the BloomingtonDrosophila StockCenter.

The line with a third chromosomal balancer (Tm3,Sb/Tm6,Hu) was a gift from theOrr-Weaver lab. To generatemarge lines, vasa-Cas9

embryos were injected with pU6-2-BbsI-gRNA (Drosophila Genomics Resource Center), which had been subcloned as described

using oligonucleotides (Table S4) (Bassett et al., 2014). All injections were performed by BestGene, Inc. services. Injected flies

were crossed to each other, F1 progeny were genotyped, and mutant-carrying flies were crossed to the Tm3,Sb/Tm6,Hu balancer

line. Balanced F2 progeny were genotyped, and heterozygous mutant F2s were crossed to establish homozygous lines. Eachmarge

line was backcrossed to OreR flies, and paired control/mutant lines were established by genotyping and segregating homozygous

wild-type and homozygous mutant progeny of the F1 generation produced from the OreR backcross.

METHOD DETAILS

Drosophila S2 cell transfection and genome editing
For transfection of S2 cells, effectene (Qiagen) was used according to the manufacturer’s protocol, starting with cells that had been

seeded 24 h earlier at a density of 2 million cells/mL (counted with a Countess cell automated counter, Invitrogen). For genome editing,

cells were transfected with either one or two clones of pAc-sgRNA-Cas9 (Addgene #49330), constructed with oligonucleotides listed in

Table S4 and designed as described (Bassett et al., 2014). Beginning 3 d post-transfection, cells were selected in puromycin (5 ug/mL,

Life Technologies) for one week, and then sorted to establish clonal lines. After growth for 2–3 weeks in conditionedmedia (filteredme-

dia inwhich S2 cells had been grown for 24 h), genomic DNAwas extracted fromclonal lineswithQuickExtract (Lucigen), and lineswere

screened for the desired genotype by amplifying the relevant region of the genome (Table S4) and sequencing the amplicon.

Fly genotyping
For genotyping L1 larvae, individual larvae were macerated with a pipette tip in QuickExtract buffer, and DNA was extracted as per

the manufacturer’s protocol. For genotyping adult flies, single wings were plucked from male or virgin female flies, placed into

QuickExtract buffer, and DNA was extracted. Relevant regions of the extracted DNA were then amplified and sequenced.
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Hatching assays
To quantify percent embryos hatched, flies were placed at a ratio of 2 males for every female into an embryo-collection cage fitted

with a molasses agar plate topped with yeast paste. The cages were placed at 25�C, and left for at least 24 h to allow the flies to

become accustomed to their new environment. After this period, a fresh yeasted, molasses agar plate was swapped onto the

cage, and the flies were allowed to lay embryos overnight. The next day, this plate was removed from the cage, and embryos

were transferred in sets of 100 to new yeasted, molasses agar plates. These embryos were incubated at 25�C in amoist environment

for more than 24 h, and then unhatched embryos were counted. For each genotype, at least two sets of at least 100 embryos were

quantified. For imaging of unhatched embryos, embryos were first dechorionated with 50% bleach and then mounted on a slide un-

der a drop of halocarbon oil (Sigma Aldrich).

Rescue experiments in S2 cells
The wild-type Dora CDS was assembled using overlap-extension PCR from portions of the gene that had been amplified from cDNA

generated from S2 cells, and cloned into a modified version of pAc-sgRNA-Cas9 (Addgene #49330) that had been double-digested

with BstZ17I and SapI to disrupt sgRNA expression. The dora[B]mutant construct was generated from the wild-type construct using

Quikchange Site-DirectedMutagenesis (Agilent). The dora[A]mutant construct was generated by PCR amplifying amino acids 1-945

of theDoraCDS, and cloning this amplicon into the double-digested pAc-sgRNA-Cas9. These constructs were transfected into both

wild-type and dora S2 cells, and the transfected cells were selected with puromycin (5 ug/mL) for at least 1 week starting three days

following transfection. Following puromycin selection, cells were collected, and RNA was extracted.

Ago1 knockdown in S2 cells
To generate the dsRNA constructs used for RNAi, portions of the Ago1 or GFP coding sequences were amplified using two sets of

primers that appended the T7 promoter to either the sense or antisense strand (Table S4). Sense and antisense RNA strands were

transcribed in vitro for 4 hours at 37�C with T7 RNA polymerase, purified as described (Rio, 2013), in T7 buffer (40 mM Tris-HCl,

pH 7.9, 2.5 mM Spermidine, 26 mM MgCl2, and 0.01% (v./v.) Triton X-100) supplemented with 8 mM GTP, 5 mM CTP, 5 mM

ATP, 2 mM UTP, 5 mM DTT, and 10 units of Superasin (Thermo Fisher Scientific). DNA was removed from each reaction by treating

with Turbo DNase for 30 min at 37�C (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and RNAs were purified on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel. The

sense and antisense strands were annealed at a concentration of 0.5 uM in annealing buffer (0.1M potassium acetate, 30 mM

HEPES (pH 7.4), 1 mMmagnesium acetate) by heating to 95�C for 5 min and then incubating overnight at 37�C. For knockdown ex-

periments, each well of a 6-well plate was transfected twice with 2 mg of dsRNA, with the second transfection occurring 3 days after

the first. Transfections were with effectene, according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were collected for protein and RNA

extraction 4 days after the second transfection.

Rescue experiments in embryos
For rescue with the mir-3D line, dora[A] heterozygous mothers were crossed to males heterozygous for mir-3D (male genoty-

pe:D/CyO) (Bushati et al., 2008); as a control, dora[A] heterozygous mothers were crossed to wild-type males generated by crossing

the mir-3D stock to OreR males (male genotype: +/CyO). The genotypes of all progeny resulting from these crosses were then in-

ferred by examining sex, eye shape (indicative of the dora genotype as a result the bar marker on the FM7c balancer), wing

morphology (indicative of themiR-3 genotype, as a result of the CyO marker), and eye color (also used to infer themiR-3 genotype,

as a result of the differential expression of the mw markers on the miR-3 and CyO chromosomes).

RNA extraction
RNA extractions were done with TRI Reagent (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s protocol with minor modifications.

For S2 cells, samples were homogenized in 1 mL of TRI Reagent. For Drosophila embryos, larvae, and pupae, samples were homog-

enized in 200 uL of TRI Reagent with a motorized pestle and subsequently brought up to a final volume of 1 mL. Homogenized sam-

ples were snap frozen and stored at –80�C until all samples for an experiment or time course had been collected. Samples were then

phase-separated by adding 250 uL of Chloroform (J.T. Baker Analytical), and RNA was precipitated with isopropanol. Pellets were

washed twice with 70% ethanol, dried, and then resuspended in water.

Northern blotting
Northern blots were carried out as described in the step-by-step protocol found at http://bartellab.wi.mit.edu/protocols.html.

Briefly, for each sample, 5–20 ug of total RNA was resolved on a 20% polyacrylamide Urea gel, and then transferred to a

Hybond-NX membrane (GE Healthcare) using a semi-dry transfer apparatus (Bio-Rad). RNA was then crosslinked to the mem-

brane by incubating with EDC (N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N0-ethylcarbodiimide; Thermo Scientific) in 1-methylimidazole (Sigma

Aldrich) at 65�C for 1–2 h. Membranes were then blocked with Ultrahyb-Oligo (Life Technologies) for >15 min, and probed over-

night with either DNA or LNA radiolabeled oligonucleotide probes (Table S4) suspended in Ultrahyb-Oligo. The following day, blots

were washed, and signal from the probe was visualized with a phosphorimager (Typhoon FLA 7000) and quantified using

ImageQuant TL (v8.1.0.0).
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Western blotting
Pelleted S2 cells were lysed for 30 min at 4�C in lysis buffer (100 mM HEPES, 150 mMNaCl, 1% NP-40, 5% glycerol, and cOmplete,

Mini, EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor, Roche). Lysates were clarified by centrifugation at 15,000g for 20min. Samples were incubated at

65�C for 10 min in 1x NuPAGE LDS loading buffer (Life Technologies) and 10% (v/v) 1 M DTT prior to being resolved on a polyacryl-

amide gel (NuPAGEBis-Tris 4-12%gel, Life Technologies) using an XCell SureLockMini-Cell Electrophoresis System (Thermo Fisher

Scientific) andMES running buffer (Life Technologies) according to themanufacturer’s protocol. Proteins were transferred to a PVDF

membrane (Life Technologies) in transfer buffer (Life Technologies) at 25 V for 4 h on ice using the Mini Gel Tank and Blot Module

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). After blocking with 5% BSA in PBST (0.1% Tween-20 in PBS) for 4 h at room temperature, membranes

were incubated overnight at 4�C with primary antibody diluted in 5% BSA in PBST. The following day, blots were washed five times

with PBST for 5 min, incubated with secondary antibody diluted in PBST for 30 min at room temperature with shaking, and then

washed again with PBST. Blots were visualized using the SuperSignal West Femto Maximum Sensitivity Substrate Detection Re-

agent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, using a Chemi Doc MP imaging system (Bio-Rad). After

probing for Ago1, themembrane was stripped at room temperature for 15min using Restore PLUSWestern Blot Stripping Buffer (Life

Technologies). For primary antibody dilutions, Anti-Ago1 (Abcam) was used at 1:4000, Anti-HA (Cell Signaling Technologies) was

used at 1:10,000, and Anti-b-Actin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) was used at 1:2000. For secondary antibody dilutions, ECL Anti-

Rabbit IgG, HRP-linked whole antibody (GE Healthcare) and ECL Anti-Mouse IgG, HRP-linked whole antibody (GE Healthcare)

were each used at 1:20000.

Embryo collections for RNA extraction
For all staged-embryo samples, flies, at a ratio of twomales for every female, were housed at 25�C in an embryo-collection cage fitted

with a molasses agar plate topped with yeast paste. Before the first collection of the day, flies were allowed to lay on a fresh, yeasted

molasses agar plate for 2 rounds, each at least 1 h in duration, with the goal of clearing any older embryos held within the females.

Flies were then allowed to lay on a fresh plate for the desired duration, and the plate was then flipped off the cage and incubated at

25�C in a well-humidified environment. For collection frommarge lines and their wild-type control lines, embryos were dechorionated

in a 50% bleach solution and transferred to a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube with Trizol. These samples were then snap frozen and

stored at –80�C. Collection from dora lines was the same, except embryos were dechorionated �1 h before the desired collection

time. These dechorionated embryos were transferred to a 1% agarose plate and sorted for red fluorescence using a Leica M165 FC

microscope. Embryos from the dora[A] cross were also sorted to remove those with obviously arrested development. For each of the

two sets of sorted embryos, 75%were transferred to amicrocentrifuge tubewith Trizol and snap frozen, and the remaining 25%were

used for DAPI-staining and staging. Upon completion of sample collection for a time course, samples in Trizol were thawed, more

Trizol was added to bring the volume to 1 mL, and RNA was extracted as per the manufacturer’s protocol.

Embryo staging via DAPI staining
Dechorionated embryos were transferred into a scintillation vial containing a 1:1 mixture of heptane (Sigma-Aldrich) and methanol

(Fischer chemical), and de-vitellinized by vigorous shaking. Once the mixture had settled, the heptane (top phase) was removed

from the vial, and the embryos in methanol were transferred into a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube. Embryos were allowed to settle,

washed oncewith 100%methanol, and stored at 4�Covernight (or up to 1month). De-vitellinized embryoswere rinsedwithmethanol

and then rehydrated for 30 min in a solution of 1X PBS, 0.2% BSA (Research Products International) and 0.1% Triton X (Sigma Al-

drich). Rehydrated embryos were washed with 1X PBS for 10 min, stained with DAPI (1 ug/mL in 1X PBS) (Sigma Aldrich) for 6 min,

rinsed once with 13 PBS, and then mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) for imaging on a Nikon Ti2 microscope. All incu-

bation steps for rehydration, washing, and staining were carried out at room temperature with rocking.

Cuticle preparations
For cuticle preparations, embryo-collection cages were set up as described above, and flies were allowed to lay on a fresh yeasted,

molasses agar plate. After 3 h, the plates were flipped off the embryo-collection cage, incubated an additional 18 h at 25�C in a hu-

midified environment, and embryos were dechorionated as described above. For preparations to assess denticle density, dechor-

ionated embryos were devitellinized with a 1:1 solution of methanol and heptane, as described above, and devitellinized embryos

were washed three times with 1 mL of 100% methanol, twice with 1 mL of 0.1% Triton X-100, and then mounted in a 1:1 solution

of Hoyer’s medium (Stern and Sucena, 2011) andR 85% lactic acid solution (Sigma Aldrich). For preparations to assess cuticle elas-

ticity, the dechorionated embryos were mounted in a 1:1 solution of Hoyer’s medium and lactic acid, and then mechanically devitelli-

nized by exerting slight pressure on the coverslip. For both preparations, slides were incubated for approximately 8 h at 60�C, and
then sealed with nail polish. All slides were imaged on a Zeiss AxioPlan 2, using darkfield microscopy to visualize denticles (20X

magnification) and brightfield microscopy to assess cuticle area (10X magnification). For preparations to assess cuticle elasticity,

we observed batch-to-batch variability, and thus made sure to collect all genotypes that would be compared in the same batch.

Quantification of all images was carried out with the Fiji (version 2.0.0) image processing package (Schindelin et al., 2012). For

quantifying the number of denticles per belt, a threshold was applied to each image to isolate the denticles, and then, for the fourth,

fifth and sixth denticle belts (with belts enumerated from the posterior of the embryo), a box was drawn with a width that just encom-

passed all denticles from the first row of denticles and with a height that extended from this first row of denticles to the gap between
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the fourth and fifth rows of denticles. The number of denticles within each box was then counted with the ‘analyze particles’ function.

Belts for which rows of denticles were not clearly distinct (presumably due to deformation during cuticle preparation and mounting)

were not quantified. For measurements of cuticle areas, cuticles were imaged, and the perimeter was manually traced, and the area

of this shape was then calculated. Note that for some embryos, particularly those from theCR43432 lines, the entire cuticle did not fit

within the 10X magnification field, causing a slight underestimate of the cuticle areas for these embryos. For plots, areas for each

genotype were normalized to the median area of the paired wild-type samples.

Immunoprecipitation of Ago1
Ago1 was isolated using a FLAG-GST-tagged fragment of TNRC6B (Hauptmann et al., 2015) as described (Kingston and Bar-

tel, 2021).

sRNA-seq library preparation
sRNA-seq libraries were constructed as described in the step-by-step protocol found at http://bartellab.wi.mit.edu/protocols.html,

with some alterations. Briefly, between 1 and 5 mg of total RNAwasmixed with size-selection markers (18- and 32-nt, 50-radiolabeled
RNAs) and 1 uL of quantitative standards (cel-lsy-6 and xtr-427) (ratios of total RNA:quantitative standards for each sample listed in

Table S5). This mixture was size-selected on a denaturing gel, and then 2S rRNA was depleted by subtractive hybridization (Seitz

et al., 2008). 30 and 50 adapters (each containing 4 random-sequence nucleotides at their ligation junctions) were then sequentially

ligated using RNL2 truncated K227Q (NEB) and RNLI (NEB), respectively, in the presence of 10% polyethylene glycol (PEG 8000,

NEB) and Superasin (Thermo Fischer Scientific), with gel purification following each ligation step. Purified RNA was reverse

transcribed using SuperScript III (Thermo Fischer Scientific) and amplified using Kapa HiFi HotStart Ready Mix (Roche Diagnostics).

Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq platform with 50-nt single-end reads. Oligonucleotides used for markers, subtractive

hybridization, adaptors, and primers are listed (Table S4).

RNAseq library preparation
With the exception of the Ago1 RNAi (and control RNAi) experiments, RNA-seq libraries were prepared using the NEXTflex Rapid

Directional RNA-seq Kit (Bioo Scientific) following enrichment of polyadenylated mRNAs with NEXTflex Poly(A) Beads (Bioo Scien-

tific). These libraries were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq platform with 50-nt single-end reads. For the Ago1 RNAi and control RNAi

experiments, libraries were prepared with the Kapa RNAHyperprep Kit with mRNA capture (Roche diagnostics). These libraries were

sequenced on an Illumina NovaSeq platform with 50-nt paired-end reads.

Prediction and validation of TDMD triggers
The pipeline that searched for TDMD triggers required for input a list of Dora-sensitive miRNAs with their sequences, raw RNAseq

data from a sample in which Dora sensitivity was observed, and a transcript file. In our implementations of the pipeline, the transcript

file included annotations for all Drosophila ncRNAs and 30 UTRs (dmel-all-ncRNA-r6.08.fasta and dmel-all-three_prime_UTR-

r6.08.fasta), which had been filtered to retain those with more than 10 reads in the RNAseq data. These expressed transcripts

were queried for complementarity to the 30 region of each Dora-sensitive miRNA (i.e., the region starting at nucleotide 13 and extend-

ing to the end of the miRNA), tolerating up to two mismatches (classifying G–U wobbles as mismatches) or bulged nucleotides. For

transcripts identified in this search, the 30 nucleotides downstream of the identified site were queried for complementarity to the seed

region (nucleotides 2–8 of the miRNA), again allowing at most two mismatches or bulges. Sites containing both 30 complementarity

and seed complementarity were considered candidate TDMD trigger sites.

These candidate sites were then filtered by loop length, requiring that the segments of complementarity to the seed and 30 re-
gions of the miRNA be between 1 and 15 nt apart. The duplex stability of each site was then predicted using the duplexfold com-

mand from the Vienna RNA package 2.0 (Lorenz et al., 2011), and candidate sites were sorted based on predicted duplex energy.

Because the central region of the miRNA is typically not paired in target interactions that efficiently trigger TDMD, nucleotides 9–11

of the miRNA were treated as random nucleotides (‘N’s) for this analysis. For each miRNA under consideration, the top 50 candi-

date sites (listed at https://github.com/erkingston/TDMD_trigger_pipeline) were then assessed for conservation among insects

(using the ‘dm6.PhyloP124way.bed’ file downloaded from UCSC), considering the mean PhyloP score across the entire site,

and this information, together with manual inspection of pairing architecture was used to select candidates for experimental vali-

dation. For miR-7 and miR-277, a second set of candidates were chosen for experimental validation following failure of the first set

to validate.

For experimental validation, candidate sites were edited using CRISPR-Cas9 and guides that cut within the candidate site or

flanking both sides of the candidate site (Table S4). Clonal lines with defined lesions (Table S3) were established from these

CRISPR-edited pools of cells, and changes in miRNA levels were assessed in these clonal lines using either Northern blotting or

sRNA-seq.

Compared to another recently published TDMD trigger-prediction pipeline (Simeone et al., 2022), our pipeline was specific to a

cell-type or system of interest, restricting its search to transcripts that were expressed in that context and miRNAs that were

Dora-sensitive in that context. The efficacy of the two pipelines cannot be compared, as they were applied to different species,
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and our validation was designed to test whether a candidate endogenously triggered miRNA reduction, whereas the validation of the

other pipeline tested whether a candidate triggered miRNA reduction when ectopically overexpressed.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

sRNA-seq analyses
Sequencing reads were processed and counted as previously described (Kingston and Bartel, 2021). DESeq2 (R v3.5.1) (Love et al.,

2014) was used for differential analyses, after first filteringmiRNAs to remove thosewith an average expression less than 5RPMand a

coefficient of variation of expression across all replicates of either genotype >1.0.

For all analyses of miRNA levels following perturbation of candidate triggers, miRNA fold-changes were determined with DESeq2,

and differentially expressed miRNAs were identified as those miRNAs with a DESeq-adjusted p value below 0.05. Each set of

differentially expressed miRNAs was then manually curated to remove those miRNAs for which all strands expressed from the

same transcriptional unit (including passenger strands) increased to a similar degree (i.e., with log2 fold-changes at most 0.5 apart

from each other), as upregulation of these miRNAs seemed likely due to transcriptional regulation. This curation removed a single

miRNA (miR-932-5p) from one time interval (the 8-12 h interval for CR43432 embryos).

To call differentially expressed miRNAs in dora samples, we used a modified bi-beta-uniform mixture (BBUM) model that de-

tects and removes outliers to approximate the background distribution of p values for those miRNAs that are not directly affected

by loss of Dora (Pounds and Morris, 2003; Wang and Bartel, 2022). Briefly, the DESeq raw p values for all miRNAs were classified

based on the directional change of the corresponding miRNA upon loss of Dora. Those p values associated with miRNAs that

decreased in abundance were modeled with a uniformly distributed component for noise as well as a beta component for sec-

ondary effects due to disruption of Dora, as loss of Dora should not directly lead to decreased miRNA abundance. Those p values

associated with miRNAs that increased in abundance were modeled with the same two aforementioned components as well as an

additional beta component for primary effects of loss of Dora. Both sets of p values were then fit simultaneously with this model,

and the resulting parameters were used to determine the corrected and FDR-adjusted p values (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) of

those miRNAs that were stabilized upon loss of Dora. The model detected and removed one outlier each for the 8-12 h time in-

tervals for both dora[A] (miR-932-5p) and dora[B] (miR-1002-5p). All miRNAs with an FDR-adjusted p value <0.01 were called as

differentially expressed. This differentially expressed set was manually curated (as described above) to remove miRNAs likely

regulated at the level of transcription. This curation removed a single miRNA (miR-282-3p) from one time interval (the 16–20 h in-

terval for dora[B] embryos).

RNA-seq analyses
RNAseq reads were aligned to the genome (UCSC dm6.08 reference assembly) using STAR (V2.4, with the paramaters ‘‘–alignIntron-

Max 1 –runThreadN 30 –outFilterMultimapNmax 1 –outFilterMismatchNoverLmax 0.04 –outFilterIntronMotifs RemoveNoncanonical

Unannotated –outSJfilterReads’’) (Dobin et al., 2013), andalignments to all chromosomal geneswere counted using htseq-count (with

the parameters ‘‘-m union -s reverse" for single-end reads, andwith the additional parameter ‘‘-r name’’ for paired-end reads) (Anders

et al., 2015). TPM values were determined by dividing these htseq-determined counts for each gene by the median length for all iso-

forms of that gene, and then normalizing these values for library depth.

Differential analyses of mRNAs were carried out with DESeq2, with the results further filtered to include only those for mRNAs

with TPM >10 in all samples. For miRNA-targeting analyses, filtered fold-changes were determined and mRNAs were classified on

the basis of whether or not they were predicted to be targets by TargetScanFly (Release 7.2; (Agarwal et al., 2018). For each

miRNA, the set of ‘‘all targets’’ included all mRNAs that both passed the expression threshold in the samples of interest and

were predicted to be conserved targets of the miRNA, whereas ‘‘top targets’’ were the top 25% (as ranked by the cumulative

weighted context score) of the all-targets set. Each set of non-targets was defined by choosing randomly, for each predicted

target, five 30-UTR-length-matched non-target predictions (i.e., mRNAs that were quantified in the sample and had UTR lengths

within 2-fold of that of the predicted target but were not predicted to be a conserved or poorly conserved target of the

miRNA). Because this selection was done with replacement, an mRNA could be selected as a length-matched non-target for mul-

tiple predicted targets. This non-target selection process was performed 51 times, and the non-target cohort with the median dif-

ference between the all-target and non-target curves was carried forward for analysis. The difference between the curves was

estimated as the cumulative difference of fold-change values of target and the non-target curves at each integer percentile

from 5% to 95%.

To assess the degree of contamination of dora samples with embryos stalled earlier in development, we searched for evidence of

early-expressed mRNAs in the later embryonic time intervals. Early-expressed mRNAs were identified using RNA-seq data from the

two Marge wild-type controls, by comparing average mRNA TPM values at 0–2 h to that observed at later time intervals of 8–12,

12–16, and 16–20 h (requiring TPM > 0 in all samples examined), to generated a set of early-expressed mRNAs that had an average

TPM values R100-fold greater in the early time interval. The same procedure was used to identify mRNAs with TPM values R100-

fold greater in the 2–4 h time interval. For each of these early-expressed genes, the dora to wild-type expression ratio was determined

at the later time intervals. Ratios greater than one were suggestive of potential contamination with embryos stalled at early stages of

embryogenesis.
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To identify classes of genes dysregulated in marge embryos, we used GSEAPreranked (version 4.1.0) (Mootha et al., 2003; Sub-

ramanian et al., 2005) to preform GSE analysis on mRNAs ranked by fold-change (as determined by DESeq) observed upon

disruption of Marge. Gene sets were generated from GO term annotations downloaded from FlyBase (GAF2.2, downloaded

06/07/2020).

Statistical analyses
For all other statistical analyses, the tests used, as well as specifics about the data sets to which these tests were applied, are spec-

ified either in the appropriate figure legend or in the text of the results section.
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